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A Portrait of John Adams as a 
Young man: The 1970s Juvenilia

James Joyce draws on musical language when describing one of the 
moments leading up to stephen Dedalus’s aesthetic epiphany on the 
Dollymount shore in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man: “He heard 
a confused music within him as of memories and names which he was 
almost conscious of but could not capture even for an instant; then the 
music seemed to recede, to recede, to recede: and from each receding trail 
of nebulous music there fell always one longdrawn calling note, pierc-
ing like a star the dusk of silence.”1 such imagery of confused music, 
comprising sound, memories, and names from the past, appearing and 
receding in the creative consciousness of an artist desperate to forge 
an identity, seems particularly apt when describing young composers.2 
The narrative trajectory from youthful inexperience to artistic matu-
rity in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man shares similarities with the 
nonfictional early career of John Adams as he experimented with differ-
ing compositional styles between 1971 and 1976. During this phase of 
Adams’s career, both popular music and the avant- garde influenced his 
creative consciousness. The result was an erratic sequence of aesthetic 
shifts as Adams tried out differing stylistic conventions and composi-
tional techniques from influential composers, seeking a potential path 
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230 Palmese

forward. Although Adams especially sought to align himself with Cage’s 
notions of indeterminacy and chance between 1971 and 1976, he eventu-
ally found himself at an impasse not only with Cage but also with the 
entire avant- garde. Years later, he could recall: “I took Cage seriously 
in his admonishment about keeping the ego out of the music. but I 
wasn’t happy about it. I could feel a restlessness and lingering dissatis-
faction with the avant- garde position. . . . I didn’t see much difference 
between a work created American- style by tossing coins and one created 
euro- style by transposing serial sets of pitches.”3 This article examines 
this previously unstudied phase of the composer’s creative life through 
detailed studies of four works. It shows that Adams modeled his early 
music on influential avant- garde pieces and sometimes emulated their 
sound worlds before the arrival of his “official opus one” in 1977: a pair 
of piano pieces entitled China Gates and Phrygian Gates that he describes 
as illustrating the “fruits of my initiation to minimalism.”4

 The article begins with Heavy Metal, an electronic work composed 
by Adams in 1971 as a graduate student at Harvard university and 
one sharing stylistic correspondences with works by Cage, Karlheinz 
stockhausen, and William burroughs. Hockey Seen, written in 1972, is a 
forty- minute electronic piece for a multimedia dance project sponsored 
by Harvard university. This lengthy composition exhibits a conflation of 
avant- garde influences that include sound spatialization, musique con-
crète elements, and minimalist drones and repetition. Ktaadn, composed 
between 1972 and 1974, is a choral piece that employs indeterminacy. 
While Cage’s influence remained a crucial factor, Adams also availed 
himself of minimalist conventions, from the modular scoring style of 
Terry riley to modal pitch collections. “Christian Zeal and Activity,” the 
second movement of American Standard, written between 1972 and 1973, 
draws compositional influences from such contemporaries as Cornelius 
Cardew, Christian Wolff, and Gavin bryars.

“Heavy Metal” (1971)

Heavy Metal, completed in 1971, is a tape work inspired by Cage’s and 
stockhausen’s electronic music and a literary technique developed by 
burroughs. Adams composed this electroacoustic piece during his time 
at Harvard university, satisfying the requirement for his master’s degree 
in composition. unfortunately, by the composer’s own admission, he 
was unaware of how to care for the tape on which the original work was 
recorded. over the years the tape completely deteriorated, leading him 
to claim in his memoir, “Heavy Metal is lost to the ages.”5 He was mis-
taken: a single recording of the work exists as part of a larger interview 
of the composer conducted by Charles Amirkhanian and broadcast on 
KPFA in berkeley, California, on April 18, 1973.6
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 A Portrait of John Adams as a Young man 231

 Adams has explained that his indebtedness to Cage in Heavy Metal 
stemmed primarily from his exposure to Cage’s works of the 1960s, most 
notably Variations IV.7 His citation of this particular work by Cage is odd, 
given that Heavy Metal is a fixed electroacoustic composition that does not 
change from performance to performance. Variations IV is, by contrast, 
a deeply indeterminate work that will differ in each realization. A more 
likely reason Adams viewed correspondences between Heavy Metal and 
Variations IV stems from the latter work’s being a culmination of Cage’s 
evolving ideas regarding interpenetration and multiplicity. As James 
Pritchett explains, these two interrelated concepts imagine “an infinite 
space of sounds that were all unique and completely interconnected: 
all sounds, in other words, were thought of as existing simultaneously 
in this space and hence were all interrelated to each other.”8 In Heavy 
Metal, Adams crafts just such a sonic environment, with disparate and 
seemingly unrelated sounds coexisting within the same space. Heavy 
Metal also suggests influences from stockhausen, with Adams citing 
the contemporaneous Telemusik and Hymnen as models.9 both of these 
works are based on stockhausen’s “moment form,” in which time is 
made vertical and the music avoids functional or conventional impli-
cations of continuity and developmental forms. As Jonathan Kramer 
explains: “A proper moment form will give the impression of starting 
in the midst of previously unheard music, and it will break off without 
reaching any structural cadence, as if the music goes on, inaudibly, in 
some other space or time after the close of the performance.”10 The cor-
respondences between stockhausen’s moment form and Cage’s concepts 
of multiplicity and interpenetration describe just as well the chaotic and 
dissonant sonic environment Adams sought to create, as he included 
everything from kitchen pots and pans and beijing opera gongs to radio 
transmissions.11 The particular incorporation of radio transmissions in 
Heavy Metal suggests a desire to emulate stockhausen’s Hymnen, itself 
one of his many experiments with moment form, and Cage’s pioneer-
ing Radio Music.12 In addition, the meticulous attention Adams places 
upon editing and mixing the discrete sound elements in Heavy Metal 
suggests an awareness of stockhausen’s pioneering interest in musical 
spatialization.13

 The experimental literary work of William burroughs, whose chance- 
based cut- up technique resulted in a dense prose style that avoids con-
ventional syntax, is also important for understanding how Adams con-
ceived Heavy Metal. In 1970 burroughs published an essay collection 
entitled The Electronic Revolution that demonstrates his interest in the 
possibilities afforded by tape recording and the manipulation of sound. 
burroughs viewed the tape recorder as a technology with the potential 
to subvert language and the limits it places upon human understand-
ing.14 He envisioned a hypothetical pop festival that would involve a 
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vast grid of tape recorders placed everywhere to envelop audiences and 
demonstrate the best application of the cut- up technique for entertain-
ment purposes.15 on a more general level, burroughs’s ideas about tape 
recorders and sound were part of a larger wave of ongoing experimen-
tation with previously unconsidered dimensions of the medium, with 
tape loops, samples, and feedback becoming sources of creative inven-
tion; steve reich’s Come Out and It’s Gonna Rain stand as particularly 
conspicuous and relevant examples.16 Douglas Kahn, when surveying 
the ideas espoused in burroughs’s philosophical writings, suggests that 
“among the postwar arts only Cage was on par with burroughs in the 
sophistication of his ideas about sound.”17

 When discussing Heavy Metal in 1973, Adams stated that the piece’s text 
drew exclusively from the last paragraph of burroughs’s 1961 novel The 
Soft Machine.18 Adams was mistaken in this regard, as the opening of Heavy 
Metal uses a textual fragment from Naked Lunch, a text not devised through 
the cut- up technique: “And I would like to remind you, Gentlemen and 
Hermaphrodites of the Jury, that this Great beast . . . has appeared in this 
court on many previous occasions, charged with the unspeakable crime 
of brain rape. . . . In plain english. In plain english, Gentlemen, forc-
ible lobotomy.”19 Where Adams casually drew on ideas from Cage and 
stockhausen when composing Heavy Metal, he followed the same process 
when he chose the texts. Their general mood and atmosphere was the 
most appealing aspect, not the technical aspects of the cut- up technique. 
Adams confirmed this sentiment during the 1973 interview, indicating 
an awareness of burroughs’s experiments with recording his voice with 
tape recorders: “[Heavy Metal] is a reaction, on my part, to burroughs’ 
prose, his rhythm, his use of words, and also to his own style of reading. 
I really went through a heavy burroughs period. I was very interested in 
his technique of cutting up and pasting back, which is a technique where 
he writes a conventional page of prose and then, in a kind of Cagean 
style, cuts it up, and kind of randomly reassembles it . . . and then sort 
of makes a compilation of that.”20 Adams’s conflation of Cage and bur-
roughs is significant, indicating a loose understanding of their similarities 
and differences. The cut- up technique burroughs devised had aesthetic 
aims different from the indeterminacy and chance procedures of Cage. 
burroughs was preoccupied with examining human subjectivity, which 
he viewed as “internalized, intersubjective discourses which are in turn 
(mis)recognized as individual.” The cut- up technique and the resulting 
reconfigured text allowed burroughs to subvert what he called the “real-
ity script,” or entrenched systems of signification.21 The indeterminacy 
used by both Cage and burroughs, while different, shares a focus on 
exploring human subjectivity and placing the reader or listener in a fun-
damentally new position of associative and interpretive possibilities.22

 The ominous atmosphere and science fiction tropes and jargon that 
permeate both Naked Lunch and The Soft Machine resemble the type of 
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 A Portrait of John Adams as a Young man 233

tenebrous and anarchic sound world Adams crafted in Heavy Metal 
through his exposure to Cage, stockhausen, and burroughs.23 Aside 
from the introduction, which draws from the aforementioned passage 
from Naked Lunch, Heavy Metal consists entirely of staggered and frag-
mented repetitions from the final paragraph of The Soft Machine. The 
text is recited, not sung, fitting with the shifts of blurry and fragmented 
imagery demarcated by burroughs’s ubiquitous em dashes:

Think Police keep all board room reports—and we are not al-
lowed to proffer the Disaster Accounts—Wind hand caught in the 
door—explosive bio- Advance men out of space to employ electri-
cian in gasoline crack of history—last of the gallant heroes—“I’m 
you on tracks, mr. bradly mr. martin”—Couldn’t reach flesh in his 
switch—and zero time to the sick tracks—A long time between 
suns I held the stale overcoat—sliding between light and shadow—
muttering in the dogs of unfamiliar score—cross the wounded 
galaxies we intersect, poison of dead sun in your brain slowly 
fading—migrants of ape in gasoline crack of history, explosive 
bio- advance out of space to neon—“I’m you, Wind Hand caught 
in the door”—Couldn’t reach flesh—In sun I held the stale over-
coat, Dead Hand stretching the throat—last to proffer the disaster 
account on tracks. “see mr. bradly mr.—”And being blind may 
not refuse to hear: “mr. bradly mr. martin, disaster to my blood 
whom I created.”24

Despite the opaque language, subtle repetitions of short words and 
phrases make the above passage well suited as the textual basis for an 
avant- garde electronic work. For example, the following words occur 
multiple times: “mr. bradly,” “mr. martin,” “gasoline crack of history,” 
“disaster,” and “explosive bio- Advance.” These words and their dis-
torted iterations in Heavy Metal provide the work an intuitive sense of 
repetition, a fact corroborated by the work’s form (table 1). There are 
three extended iterations of portions of the final paragraph from The Soft 
Machine, punctuated by transitional passages without the voice, and an 
introduction provided by the fragment from Naked Lunch.
 While Adams was aware of avant- garde principles and aesthetics 
and their realization in influential works, he used this awareness to 
craft a sound world in Heavy Metal that is conventional, even pre-
dictable. The chaotic mood he creates serves to aurally illustrate the 
prose’s imagery in a manner similar to milton babbitt’s earlier use of 
electronics in his evocative and dramatically potent Philomel (1964), 
despite the differences in compositional methods behind the works. 
Indeed, in a 1983 interview, Adams described Heavy Metal as “a very 
violent piece, very strongly affected by the ambiance of those novels. 
There’s a lot of explosions and chaotic sorts of Holocaust- type levels in 
it.”25 Apocalyptic overtones similarly factored into reich’s repetition 
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of spoken words on tape in It’s Gonna Rain. The text found in the 
majority of Heavy Metal suggests Adams had an instinct for utilizing 
material with nonsystematic repetition. This interest takes on a more 
explicitly minimalist orientation in his first professional commission: 
Hockey Seen.

Table 1. Formal layout of Heavy Metal.

section burroughs text

0:00–1:17—
Introduction (from 
Naked Lunch)

And I would like to remind you, Gentlemen and Hermaph-
rodites of the Jury, that this Great beast . . . has appeared 
in this court on many previous occasions, charged with the 
unspeakable crime of brain rape. . . . In plain english. In plain 
english, Gentlemen, forcible lobotomy.

1:18–1:54—Transition

1:55–3:09—section I 
(from The Soft Machine)

mr. bradly mr. martin, disaster to my blood whom I cre-
ated—Dead Hand stretching the throat—last to proffer the 
disaster account on tracks. “see mr. bradly mr.—” And being 
blind may not refuse to hear: “mr. bradly mr. martin, disaster 
to my blood whom I created”

3:10–7:35—Transition

7:36–9:41—section II 
(from The Soft Machine)

Wind hand caught in the door—explosive bio-Advance 
men out of space to employ electrician in gasoline crack of 
history—last of the gallant heroes—“I’m you on tracks, mr. 
bradly mr. martin”—Couldn’t reach flesh in his switch—and 
zero time to the sick tracks—A long time between suns I held 
the stale overcoat—sliding between light and shadow—mut-
tering in the dogs of unfamiliar score—cross the wounded 
galaxies we intersect, poison of dead sun in your brain slowly 
fading—migrants of ape in gasoline crack of history, explo-
sive bio-advance out of space to neon—“I’m you, Wind Hand 
caught in the door”—Couldn’t reach flesh—In sun I held the 
stale overcoat, Dead Hand stretching the throat—last to prof-
fer the disaster account on tracks. “see mr. bradly mr.—” And 
being blind may not refuse to hear: “mr. bradly mr. martin, 
disaster to my blood whom I created”—last to proffer the di-
saster account on tracks. “see mr. bradly mr.—”

9:42–11:54—Transition

11:55–13:04—section 
III (from The Soft 
Machine)

Think Police keep all board room reports—and we are not 
allowed to proffer the Disaster Accounts—Wind hand caught 
in the door—explosive bio-Advance men out of space to 
employ electrician in gasoline crack of history—last of the 
gallant heroes—“I’m you on tracks, mr. bradly mr. martin”—
Couldn’t reach flesh in his switch—and zero time to the sick 
tracks—A long time between suns I held the stale overcoat—
sliding between light and shadow—muttering in the dogs of 
unfamiliar score—cross the wounded galaxies we intersect, 
poison of dead sun in your brain slowly fading

13:05–13:45—Closing
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“Hockey Seen” (1972)

No other work of Adams’s juvenilia better exemplifies his youthful 
attempts to synthesize disparate musical conventions than the forty 
minutes of electronic music he composed for Nelson Goodman’s 1972 
multimedia project Hockey Seen: A Nightmare in Three Periods and Sudden 
Death. To understand how Adams produced this large work, we first 
need to understand the commissioning organization.
 The Graduate school of education at Harvard university established 
Project Zero in 1967 as an extension of the philosopher Nelson Good-
man’s work on a general theory of symbols.26 Project Zero was well 
established enough by 1972 to offer commissions to artists who could 
contribute to their educational goals. Adams was one such beneficiary. In 
the summer of 1972, he received funding to compose an “electronic score” 
for Goodman’s multimedia project Hockey Seen.27 Adams must have com-
pleted the work quickly, spending approximately seven weeks compos-
ing the score on the ArP synthesizer at brandeis university before the 
premiere in August.28 speaking in 1983, Adams described the overall 
effect of the theatrical collaboration as a “kind of terpsichorean trag-
edy.”29 From Goodman’s perspective, Hockey Seen was an opportunity 
to put his philosophical ideas, most notably the idea of “worldmak-
ing,” into practice. He felt that both science and art offered means to 
comprehend the “worlds” we create around us. As he stated in Ways 
of Worldmaking, “The arts must be taken no less seriously than the sci-
ences as modes of discovery, creation, and enlargement of knowledge 
in the broad sense of advancement of the understanding, and thus that 
the philosophy of art should be conceived as an integral part of meta-
physics and epistemology.”30 evidence indicates that Adams held little 
understanding of Goodman’s philosophical ideas while composing the 
music for Hockey Seen in 1972. When describing the project in 1983, the 
composer only remembered that he was commissioned by “a highly 
respected philosopher whose name is Nelson Goodman, who’s writ-
ten many books on the philosophy of art. I wouldn’t know what field, 
whether he’s phenomenology or what. He’s a professor at Harvard, and 
he’s always writing articles in which he’s disputing Noam Chomsky or 
vice versa. He’s definitely a blue- ribbon philosopher and psychologist.”31 
Adams’s primary goal while composing Hockey Seen was to illustrate 
musically what he described as hockey’s primary features: “a certain 
profuseness of violence and intense activity.”32

 “Period one,” the longest movement of Hockey Seen, begins with a 
six- minute drone outlining the first four pitches of an overtone series on 
C- sharp (example 1). This static musical texture accompanies an austere 
slide projection alongside the choreography. such an introduction may 
suggest that Adams had some awareness of contemporaneous drone- 
based minimalism. A piercing referee whistle interrupts this drone after 
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six minutes, creating a structural break that generates greater musical 
activity. The primary thematic material for “Period one” is an unusual 
passacaglia theme, which Adams referenced when discussing the work 
with Amirkhanian on KPFA in 1973 (example 2).33 Above and preced-
ing this passacaglia theme is a motoric accompaniment of simple tertian 
harmonies (example 3).
 This texture and the distinctive synthesizer timbre also share superfi-
cial correspondences with the Who’s “baba o’riley,” whose introductory 
passage was influenced by the minimalist composer Terry riley. The 
song was released on the album Who’s Next in August 1971, immediately 
before Adams began work on Hockey Seen.34 Adams has remarked on his 
exposure to such popular music and the valuable pedagogical function 
it provided:

back in the dorm room and at all- night parties of pot, scotch, whis-
key, and unfiltered lucky strikes, we bored like weevils through 
the harmonic changes and textual minutiae of albums by the Paul 
butterfield blues band, rahsaan roland Kirk, bob Dylan, Cream, 

example 1. John Adams, Hockey Seen, “Period one” drone. Transcription of audio 
material. bequest from the estate of Nelson Goodman. Property of the Haggerty 
museum of Art, marquette university (2000.18).

example 2. John Adams, Hockey Seen, “Period one” passacaglia theme. Transcrip-
tion of audio material. bequest from the estate of Nelson Goodman. Property of 
the Haggerty museum of Art, marquette university (2000.18).

example 3. John Adams, Hockey Seen, “Period one” passacaglia theme accompa-
niment. Transcription of audio material. bequest from the estate of Nelson Good-
man. Property of the Haggerty museum of Art, marquette university (2000.18).
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Jefferson Airplane, The electric Flag, Country Joe and the Fish, the 
beach boys, the Doors, and of course, Jimi Hendrix. . . . I made more 
progress in my command of harmonic practice by reproducing these 
pop songs from memory at the piano than I ever did by my forced 
marches through the figured bass treatises.35

like the passage in Hockey Seen, “baba o’riley” begins with an active 
surface outlining simple triadic harmonies with the eventual arrival of a 
repetitive bass motive (example 4). Adams, by contrast, builds his accom-
paniment upon block chords. Without reading too much into putative or 
superficial similarities with “baba o’riley” specifically, we can discern 
that Adams composed Hockey Seen with popular music conventions on 
his mind as a means to cultivate audience appeal: “It’s sort of a piece 
of pop music in a way. I realized that my audience wasn’t going to be 
the type of audience that would come to, say, a new music ensemble 
concert.”36

 “Period one” uses the passacaglia theme as a loose means to create a 
theme- and- variations form. Instead of drawing on the original passaca-
glia theme in the final minutes, however, Adams created a new serpen-
tine chromatic descent (example 5) based on discrete pitches, pairing it 
with a harsh upward ascent in the synthesizer’s upper register in which 
frequencies are elided into a smooth upward continuum; the result is a 
vertigo- like effect of aural disorientation. After this passage breaks off, 
Adams composed a final détente: a sustained bass pedal on G- sharp 
with an arpeggiation of the pitches b, A, and G- sharp, again suggesting 
a faint similarity to the iconic “baba o’riley” opening (example 6).

example 4. “baba o’riley” introduction surface reduction.

example 5. John Adams, new passacaglia theme in Hockey Seen, “Period one” 
(conclusion). Transcription of audio material. bequest from the estate of Nel-
son Goodman. Property of the Haggerty museum of Art, marquette university 
(2000.18).
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 subsequent periods of Hockey Seen indicate other influences as Adams 
sought to convey the sport’s kinetic energy and activity. For example, 
“Period Two” begins with a percussive thematic motive (example 7) 
that suggests the game’s violent impacts in a manner reminiscent of 
stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. Adams imbued his opening motive with an 
aggressive quality through a repetitive and dissonant play on registral 
displacement between the upper and lower voices. Also significant in 
this period is Adams’s use of musique concrète elements, specifically, 
crowd noises and the sound of a hockey puck skipping across ice. Adams 
subjects such “found sounds” to meticulous spatialization, perhaps sug-
gesting correspondences to Heavy Metal and the stockhausen interests 
that inspired it—and brings them back periodically to create a repetitive 
musical continuity. “Period Three” again involves drones as a founda-
tional background to the choreography. unlike in “Period one,” however, 

example 6. John Adams, Hockey Seen, “Period one” final texture. Transcription 
of audio material. bequest from the estate of Nelson Goodman. Property of the 
Haggerty museum of Art, marquette university (2000.18).

example 7. John Adams, Hockey Seen, “Period Two” opening theme. Transcription 
of audio material. bequest from the estate of Nelson Goodman. Property of the 
Haggerty museum of Art, marquette university (2000.18).

8

8

8
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the drone never ceases, serving as the harmonic foundation for the entire 
period. Adams also favors a drone that is far harsher than the one we find 
in “Period one,” which relies upon consonance through the first pitches 
of the overtone series. The chord Adams chooses for “Period Three” is 
a b diminished seventh, a dissonant sonority providing the foundation 
for a dense web of short, pointillistic gestures subjected to electronic 
distortion effects to obscure easy pitch identification.
 “sudden Death” is the final period of Hockey Seen and also the briefest. 
In it Adams created a series of short, simple, and repeatable thematic 
motives that he could subject to sudden and unprepared timbral and 
harmonic shifts. The overall effect of “sudden Death,” like “Period Two,” 
is one of aesthetic confusion. Adams fused several disparate musical 
ideas together into a composite that is irregular in overall architecture 
and aesthetically baffling. Although clumsy in execution, Hockey Seen 
was a valuable work in demonstrating to Adams the exciting possibili-
ties of synthesizing various avant- garde influences.
 surprisingly, Hockey Seen met with critical success when it premiered.37 
even in the late 1970s, when Adams had already moved to the bay Area 
and begun establishing himself as a minimalist/postminimalist com-
poser, he still viewed the music positively. As an August 1979 letter to 
Goodman demonstrates, Adams found that “the music still seems well 
suited to the tone of the production” and that Hockey Seen carried with 
it “an undeniable cleverness and energy.” Farther along in the letter 
however, Adams voiced some reservations, finding that Hockey Seen 
was too long to sustain the drama the collaborators sought. He sin-
gled out “Period one” as the weakest: “The music seems pompous and 
smacking of Hollywood. . . . I would not miss it if the whole of Period I 
were deleted (after the drone and opening whistle).”38 Despite this self- 
criticism, Adams found the other periods compelling.
 only four years later, however, Adams was far more critical. As he 
explained, “It was just a desperately corny and embarrassing produc-
tion, to which I contributed a great deal of desperately corny synthesizer 
music. I have no interest in hearing that on my seventy- fifth birthday!”39 
What explains such a stark reversal? Part of Adams’s embarrassment 
about Hockey Seen could have stemmed from the overall sound quality. 
Hockey Seen would not have sounded “corny” in 1972, as many compos-
ers experimented with cutting- edge synthesizers like the ArP, which the 
young Adams was also using.40 by the time of his reversal in the early 
1980s, however, the synthetic timbres in Hockey Seen were widely asso-
ciated with commercialized synth- pop music; the avant- garde had lost 
the exclusive claim to that sound quality they had enjoyed in the decade 
prior.41 In addition, Adams had received serious critical acclaim begin-
ning in the early 1980s with his large- scale choral symphony, Harmonium 
(1981), and created a succès de scandale at the east Coast premiere of 
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Grand Pianola Music in June 1982 at Avery Fisher Hall.42 Having estab-
lished himself by 1983 as a major composer working within the minimal-
ist and postminimalist styles and drawing on conventional orchestral 
and instrumental forces, perhaps Adams would have preferred to forget 
a work like Hockey Seen.

“Ktaadn” (1972–74)

Hockey Seen suggests that Adams’s engagement with tonality and modal-
ity and his awareness of gestures and conventions of musical minimal-
ism began well before 1977, the year of his self- described “opus one.” 
The work that best reflects Adams’s interest in minimalism is his choral 
piece, Ktaadn (1972–74). This was Adams’s first thoroughly indeterminate 
composition, drawing from both Cage’s methods and his love for Henry 
David Thoreau. several of Cage’s works reflect his attraction to Thoreau, 
one of which, Mureau, Adams saw and heard in concert in 1971: “The 
tables and chairs had been cleared and the audience was clustered around 
on the floor, listening to Cage, who was seated at a table with nothing 
more than a typed manuscript, a microphone, and a reading lamp. His 
reading was from a long piece called Mureau, made by submitting pas-
sages from Thoreau’s journals to chance procedures via the I Ching.”43 
The passages Cage selected from Thoreau’s journal for use within Mureau 
derived from references the author made to music, silence, and sounds of 
the natural environment. Adams, a native New englander, would likely 
have felt a special interest in Mureau and Thoreau. Also significant for 
Adams when composing Ktaadn was the environmental dimension of 
Cage’s aesthetics in the 1960s and 1970s, which drew from the influence 
of Thoreau.44 The most pronounced intersection between Adams and 
Thoreau, offering a strong link to the creative genesis of Ktaadn, comes 
from the 1970 publication and premiere of Cage’s Song Books.
 There is a striking correspondence between the score for Ktaadn and 
one of the songs from Cage’s Song Books. The instructions for this song—
solo for Voice 3 from volume 1 of the set—require the performer to 
consult a map of Concord, massachusetts, provided by Cage (example 
8). Performers trace a path from one point on the map, Fair Haven Hill 
(H7), to the other, “the house beyond blood’s” (b8), by making their own 
decisions and turning the map so the selected path suggests a melodic 
line. The performer is free to set on this melodic line any of the text 
Cage includes on the score’s subsequent pages; the text is culled from 
Thoreau’s journal.45 With Adams’s Ktaadn, we observe a similar use of 
a map as a source of compositional invention. Inspired by Thoreau’s 
description of climbing mount Katahdin in his book The Maine Woods, 
Adams obtained a map of the mountain that included the names of vari-
ous Abenaki villages and bodies of water in the vicinity.46 He then drew 
a fifty- mile radius around the mountain’s peak, basing his choice on the 
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distance he imagined Thoreau might have been able to see on a clear day. 
Next, he set each Abenaki name contained within the circle to a short 
modal melody and a nonpitched rhythmic cell. Adams composed all of 
the modal melodies in such a way that the entire work utilizes only the 
pitches between D and A.47

 The vocal forces for Ktaadn are divided into two groups: singers and 
nonpitched speakers. Whereas the singers perform the aforementioned 
modal melodies set to Abenaki words, the speakers, each of whom is 
paired with a singer to create a duo, recite the same Abenaki words as 
their partners but in unrelated and uncoordinated rhythmic patterns and 
meters. each Abenaki word is given a discrete module with repeat signs, 
facilitating the repetition required in performance. such score design 
suggests awareness of riley’s notational scheme for In C (1964) and 
related works. The words themselves are laid out in alphabetical order, 
and the performing pairs may determine the order of the modules’ per-
formance using various strategies, a few of which Adams suggests in his 
performance notes. Possibilities include rhythmic ordering, with words 
organized according to stresses or other rhythmic peculiarities; phonetic 

example 8. map of Concord, massachusetts, from John Cage, Song Books, vol. 3 
(New York: C. F. Peters, 1970). Copyright © 1970 by Henmar Press, Inc. used by 
permission of C. F. Peters Corporation. All rights reserved.
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ordering, with words organized according to conspicuous vowel or con-
sonant sounds; and syllabic ordering, with words organized according 
to the number of syllables in a word (shortest progressing to longest, or 
vice versa).48

 What is most striking about Ktaadn is that it falls into the D lydian 
mode between the pitches D and A, which Adams indicates with a key 
signature featuring F- sharp and G- sharp (example 9).49 The use of such 
limited modal pitch collections in a modular notational format points to 
a tension for Adams with complete indeterminacy in performance. The 
rhythms and pitches are fixed, and a tempo for the work is prescribed, 
as is a requirement for accompanimental periodic sounds or drones.50 
Due to the wide- ranging number of syllables in a given word, diverse 
rhythmic and melodic combinations arise. sometimes a word with many 
syllables will be repeated only once or twice, as we observe with the 
word “Abacotnetic” (example 10). The corresponding speaker module 
is also short and consists of only a single statement of the word (example 
11). A different configuration is exemplified by the word “Allagash” 
(example 12). Here, the constituent syllables are broken up, gradually 
accumulating across the module toward complete enunciations of the 
word at the end, a feature not found within the corresponding speaker 
module, which is far shorter (example 13).
 using this framework to examine every Abenaki word found in Kta-
adn yields three categories: either a simple or a complex treatment of the 
words and a third, intermediary class (table 2). “simple” here designates 

AB A COT NE TIC

example 9. John Adams, Ktaadn lydian pitch content.

example 10. John Adams, Ktaadn, “Abacotnetic” singer module. Transcription 
of Ktaadn manuscript in the John Adams Papers, san Francisco Conservatory of 
music Archives, san Francisco, CA.

example 11. John Adams, Ktaadn, “Abacotnetic” speaker module. Transcription 
of Ktaadn manuscript in the John Adams Papers, san Francisco Conservatory of 
music Archives, san Francisco, CA.

3

AB A COT

3

NE TIC
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example 12. John Adams, Ktaadn, “Allagash” singer module. Transcription of 
Ktaadn manuscript in the John Adams Papers, san Francisco Conservatory of 
music Archives, san Francisco, CA.

example 13. John Adams, Ktaadn, “Allagash” speaker module. Transcription of 
Ktaadn manuscript in the John Adams Papers, san Francisco Conservatory of 
music Archives, san Francisco, CA.

AL LA GASH AL LA GASH AL LA GASH AL LA GASH AL LA GASH AL LA GASH

LA GASH AL LA GAH AL LA GASH AL LA GASH

AL LA GASH AL

AL LA GASH

Table 2. Diagram of Abenaki words in Ktaadn.
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a module tending to be shorter and with little, if any, syllabic distortion. 
“Complex” modules feature far greater length, fragmentation, and intri-
cate designs that can become quite elaborate. This distinction between 
simple and complex only matters for the singers, as all speaker modules 
consist of a single enunciation of an Abenaki word.
 There is strong evidence that Cage’s and Thoreau’s interests in environ-
mentalism influenced Adams while he was writing Ktaadn. The unpub-
lished manuscript of Ktaadn includes a short epigraph on the score’s first 
page: “I will never forget the thrill I received the day I met the officials 
of the Great Northern Paper Company and received from them the deed 
to the mountain I had purchased. It had taken me twenty- eight years 
to obtain the first 6,000 acres on the mountain, but it was worth it.”51 
These are Percival Proctor baxter’s words, printed in the Bangor Daily 
News on may 3, 1938. After his tenure as the governor of maine from 
1921 to 1925, baxter dedicated the next three decades of his life to pro-
tecting mount Katahdin and the surrounding wilderness, using a great 
deal of his own personal wealth to acquire over two hundred thousand 
acres, which he subsequently deeded to the state. That land became 
baxter state Park, established in 1933. It was dedicated to the cause of 
conservation, eschewing roads, electricity, and other modern amenities, 
in keeping with baxter’s desire to maintain the land in a state that was 
“forever wild.”52 This epigraph reflects Adams’s awareness of the history 
surrounding mount Katahdin and baxter state Park. The composer felt 
a personal connection to this locale that transcended an abstract desire 
to compose a work that simply appropriated Abenaki words within the 
mountain’s vicinity, suggesting that environmentalism and conservation 
were an underlying stimulus for the work. Cage’s contemporaneous 
environmentalism, drawn from Thoreau, and the broader pushes for 
progress in environmental legislation and conservation efforts in the 
1970s all had a likely influence on the writing of Ktaadn.
 At the work’s premiere, Ktaadn pushed audiences to the brink with 
boredom, leading to Adams’s disenchantment with the work. While pair-
ing consonance and modality with indeterminacy in a manner similar to 
riley and other minimalists may have provided a more listener- friendly 
sonic result, other problems became apparent. Due to the indetermi-
nate performance time, for example, Adams recalled, “the result was 
a congenial but resolutely uneventful chaos of communal mumbling. 
I was hard put not to acknowledge the tedium that set in at about the 
fifth minute—once the audience realized that things were unlikely to 
change.”53 Indeed, just such a complaint arose in George Kauffman’s 
review in the Berkeley Barb of the Ktaadn premiere in may 1974: “While 
it was a bit too long, the ending was magnificent.”54 Although Ktaadn 
was less confused, clumsy, and derivative in terms of its compositional 
integrity than works such as Heavy Metal and Hockey Seen, Adams still 
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ran into problems in the realization and execution of his indeterminate 
piece. Despite the young artist’s move toward greater originality, the 
sonic result still turned out to be less than satisfying.

“Christian Zeal and Activity”  
from “American Standard” (1972–73)

some readers may be familiar with “Christian Zeal and Activity,” a 
stand- alone and relatively conventional work for chamber orchestra 
and tape that Adams includes in his current list of compositions avail-
able for performance. The original form of “Christian Zeal and Activ-
ity” as conceived in 1973, however, was a single movement within 
a larger work entitled American Standard that involved experiments 
with notation and the aesthetic possibilities of incorporating political 
messages into music. each movement of American Standard explores 
a single compositional parameter while borrowing from topics and 
styles from well- known American vernacular musical traditions of past 
eras. As Adams explained in 1973, the first movement, entitled “John 
Philip sousa,” explores rhythmic construction, drawing upon tradi-
tional march gestures. The third movement, “sentimentals,” explores 
the relationship between melody and harmony by reworking Duke 
ellington’s “sophisticated lady.” Adams dedicates the second move-
ment, “Christian Zeal and Activity,” to the compositional parameter 
of voice leading. In this movement, he takes Arthur sullivan’s hymn 
“onward, Christian soldiers” and displaces or staggers the anticipated 
voice leading, overlaying the music with a radio broadcast concerning 
religious fundamentalism.55

 Throughout American Standard, one can detect the influence of Corne-
lius Cardew, Christian Wolff, and other politically engaged composers of 
the 1970s. The 1970s also saw Charles Ives achieve greater coverage and 
status as a canonical composer for his exemplification of American indi-
vidualism and self- expression. Doubtless the young Adams was aware 
of Ives and the model his experimentation with polystylistic layerings 
of American vernacular material could provide.56 While Adams was a 
strong partisan for Cage’s ideals at this time, he also voiced an interest 
in Cardew’s work with the experimental scratch orchestra in england. 
Adams guided the rehearsals of the san Francisco Conservatory New 
music ensemble in the egalitarian spirit of Cardew, and he wore his 
politics on his sleeve:

The first thing I’m doing is trying to lower my profile as “director,” 
“conductor,” “changer de faire” and so on and so forth. I’m begin-
ning to find conducting a sort of swinish occupation and I try to do 
as little of it as possible. What I do is I play. I just consider myself 
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one of the group and we try to operate in the chamber music tradi-
tion. . . . The second thing I’m trying to do is to relegate a lot of the 
decision making process, which you come across in any new piece 
of music, to a kind of democratic council.57

Adams’s egalitarianism extended to the instructions he attached to his 
scores of the era. The lP liner notes that accompanied the recording of 
American Standard, released under brian eno’s obscure records label in 
1975, specifically resemble those for Wolff’s Burdocks (1970–71). Wolff 
indicates that an ensemble performing Burdocks should “gather and 
decide” or select “one or more representatives to decide” which sec-
tions of the composition to play and in what order.58 Adams echoed this 
directive in American Standard, stating that any ensemble problems are 
“to be worked out in standard American fashion: proposal, debate and 
vote.”59 Adams may have also been drawn to Wolff’s ongoing interest in 
deconstructing and rearranging vernacular music, particularly worker 
songs and political tunes, in the 1970s. In Wobbly Music (1975–76), for 
example, Wolff sought to connect the musical and political, drawing 
on three workers songs to craft a work extolling a collective social con-
sciousness.60 earlier pieces such as Accompaniments (1972) and Changing 
the System (1973–74) also fall into this political period of composition for 
Wolff as he sought to represent a “kind of revolutionary noise.”61 There 
is little evidence of Adams inscribing in American Standard a similarly 
explicit and partisan political subtext. He does, however, focus on collec-
tive performance, indeterminacy, and borrowing extensive passages from 
vernacular musical traditions and subjecting them to rearrangement.
 In a manner similar to Ktaadn, “Christian Zeal and Activity,” the sec-
ond movement of American Standard, relies on a modular scoring for-
mat to control the musical continuity. The instructions specify that the 
ensemble should divide itself into four groups based on instrumental 
range, with each group containing at least one instrument with long sus-
taining capacities. Within each of these four groups, a designated leader 
provides cues to determine when the musicians move from one pitch 
to another. The score for “Christian Zeal and Activity” consists of four 
notated staves without bar lines or time signatures that are grouped into 
five large modules that take up two pages (almost like systems in con-
ventional notation). Within a given module, Adams sometimes uses long 
stems to connect notes meant to sound simultaneously among the groups 
(example 14). The effect is an indistinct or hazy alignment between the 
individual musical parts, with occasional points of unity. The visual 
quality of the notational scheme Adams uses, in which indeterminacy 
is mixed with fixed points of coordination, suggests correspondences to 
morton Feldman’s similar experiments in the 1960s, with solid vertical 
lines indicating sounds meant to occur at the same time.62 The resulting 
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sonic effect of “Christian Zeal and Activity” is similar to these kinds 
of Feldman scores, with the amoeba- like quality of Adams’s musical 
continuity pushed and pulled by the dialogue between unity and inde-
terminacy. The overall form of “Christian Zeal and Activity” takes on 
a vaguely arch- like quality, with the greatest amount of indeterminacy 
occurring in the fourth module (example 15). The fourth module con-
tains only a single long stem, leaving the bass instruments in the lowest 
module to oscillate freely while the other pitches float above.
 Perhaps the greatest influence on “Christian Zeal and Activity” was 
Gavin bryars, the british minimalist who composed Jesus’ Blood Never 
Failed Me Yet in 1971 for tape and ensemble. As early as march 1974, 
Adams’s close contact with bryars resulted in the san Francisco Con-
servatory New music ensemble performing an entire concert of english 
experimental music, including an original commission from Cardew.63 
Adams invited bryars to conduct this concert and included Jesus’ Blood 
Never Failed Me Yet on the program.64 bryars’s work is clouded in moral 
ambiguity, in Cecilia sun’s examination. on the one hand, “bryars’ 
accompaniment for the old man’s tune—complete with gloriously cli-
chéd suspensions and a consequent phrase that opens with a hackneyed 
descending- fifth sequence of altered dominants—is surely a perfect 
example of sentimentality.” on the other hand, bryars subjects this sen-
timentality of the source material to tape looping that can come across 
as cold, mechanical, or clinical.65 “Christian Zeal and Activity” uses a 
scheme similar to Jesus’ Blood Never Failed Me Yet, pairing an accessible 
and unobtrusive instrumental texture with a “found sound” element 
(the prerecorded tape part) based in religious subject matter. The crucial 
difference between these two works is that Adams takes an explicitly 
ironic approach when handling his found sound material by pairing 
it with another person’s music. rather than composing original music 
and using the found sound material in a manner that could be read as 
sincere, Adams pairs his deconstruction of sullivan’s hymn “onward, 

example 14. John Adams, “Christian Zeal and Activity,” excerpt from module 
one.
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Christian soldiers” with a radio debate between an atheist and a Chris-
tian fundamentalist (see the appendix for a transcription). The debate 
between the radio host and his caller gradually grows more and more 
heated until the host ends the discussion exasperated and demanding 
to not have any more calls on religion. Where one could intuit pathos, 
sentiment, or homage in Jesus’ Blood Never Failed Me Yet, it would be 
difficult to perceive such sensibilities in “Christian Zeal and Activity.” 
Adams favored an ironic and irreverent spin on bryars’s original idea.

Composing in the Twilight

stephen Dedalus reappears in Joyce’s Ulysses, his oft- quoted desire to 
escape from the “nightmare” of history suggesting the kinds of issues 
young composers like Adams faced in the postwar musical climate. The 
sheer number of compositional approaches one could adopt arose at a 
dizzying pace in the 1960s and 1970s and sometimes in conflict with 
one another. Cage, welcoming such diversity, would opine that artists 
found themselves without a mainstream; instead, there was a plurality 
of streams or even a delta or ocean in which all were adrift.66 At the same 
time, a growing preoccupation in the 1960s and 1970s with the weight 
of the Western art music tradition engendered a profound anxiety that 
was difficult to ease. These cultural contexts explain why we find the 
young Adams of the 1970s willing to embrace a seemingly disparate 
array of often conflicting aesthetic and compositional choices in a short 
period of time. They explain how he could so quickly switch from mim-
icking Cage and stockhausen in Heavy Metal to writing a strange and 
clumsy composite work like Hockey Seen, which fuses popular music 
conventions, minimalist topics, and musique concrète. The overwhelm-
ing number of influences in Adams’s mind as a young artist in the 1970s 
also explains why he would recycle Cagean influences with a work like 
Ktaadn and then abruptly shift to deconstructing vernacular music and 
using alternative notational schemes to experiment with indeterminacy 
in “Christian Zeal and Activity.”
 minimalism is a recurring fixture within this diverse catalog of juve-
nilia. After “Christian Zeal and Activity,” the story of Adams’s attraction 
to minimalism continued with works such as Grounding (1975), a fifty- 
minute piece for live electronics involving an elaborate part for the com-
poser’s homemade synthesizer. Adams described this work as a “loosely 
structured process piece” that set passages from G. spencer brown’s 
Laws of Form and saraha’s Treasury of Songs.67 Aside from the allusion 
to minimalist “process music” guiding the aesthetic of Grounding is the 
composer’s prominent role as a synthesizer player, suggesting parallels 
with the ongoing do- it- yourself electronic music aesthetic most conspicu-
ously exemplified by Terry riley, steve reich, Philip Glass, and others.68 
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A final piece of juvenilia worth mentioning is Onyx (1976), a thirteen- 
minute electronic work that also reflects Adams’s early awareness of 
minimalism. Described by Adams as a four- channel “tape study,” Onyx 
consists of shifting consonant triads performed on the composer’s syn-
thesizer alongside a perpetual accompaniment of buzzing cicadas.69 This 
obscure piece’s unobtrusive quality arises from a lack of stark dynamic 
contrasts and from Adams’s organizational approach. He structures the 
music according to large sections based on simple oscillating harmonic 
sequences among a compact gamut of pitch materials, eliding them with 
common- tone relations to obscure sectional breaks. The musical texture 
comes across as improvisatory, suggesting correspondences with con-
temporaneous electronic keyboard works disseminated by riley and 
others during the 1970s.
 These pieces of juvenilia demonstrate that there was never a neat or 
tidy break at which point Adams simply converted to the style with 
which he is now often associated. Yet in constructing his own narrative of 
compositional development, he frequently marked 1977 as the watershed 
year in which he composed his “official opus one,” describing China Gates 
and Phrygian Gates as the “most strictly organized, rigorously ordered 
works I ever composed. They also demonstrated the fruits of my initia-
tion to minimalism.”70 When did this initiation to minimalism actually 
begin? As the composer’s juvenilia prior to 1977 indicates, a great deal 
of struggle took place with myriad avant- garde influences, and mini-
malism had been one of them at least five years before he produced a 
self- described “mature” composition. Although minimalism won out as 
Adams’s preferred compositional approach, it only came about through 
several years of intensive experimentation.

Appendix: John Adams, “Christian Zeal and Activity,” 
Transcription of Radio Debate71

Dave: Hello, east bay, you’re on the air. Hello, line six?
Caller: Good morning, Dave.
D: Good morning.
C: Good morning. Well, how man was created.
D: so what’s your theory?
C: Well, according to the bible, Adam and eve are the original 

parents. They were the first two human beings that had intel-
ligent, breathing—our minds and so on. The point is they were 
the first two intelligent human beings that were created by God 
in the Garden of eden.

D: Now you say “according to the bible.”
C: Yes.
D: so you must be putting an awful lot of weight in the bible, eh?
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C: Well, I believe that it’s God’s word and it’s placed here for our 
use for the purposes of saving our souls and drawing us closer 
to God and revealing God’s truth about his creation and future 
life and so forth.

D: What would you say to me if I told you I believe it’s a book that 
was written by people long after the fact and sometimes with 
just a lot of distortions and everything else? Would you call me 
a heathen?

C: What?
D: If I said it was just a book?
C: Well it’s more than a book. It’s a masterpiece. It’s the mind of 

God. It contains the mind of God—the state of man and the way 
of salvation and the happiness of believers. You see if you reject 
the word of God, then there is no hope at all for you. You might 
as well just put a gun to your temple and pull the trigger.

D: I don’t think that’s true.
C: Jump off a bridge. I mean, if you deny God and deny the fact 

that the Holy bible is God’s revelation to mankind, then—
D: Who is God? Is God a person to you?
C: God is the supreme being, the creator of the universe.
D: Yeah, but you’re not telling me anything.
C: He’s a spirit, he can’t be seen, you know, with a human eye—the 

naked eye—but he exists. He’s always been.
D: but he must be able to speak if that’s the word of God.
C: oh, you’re able to contact him through prayer. If you’re not able 

to reach him in any other way, it takes diligent bible study and 
prayer. When a person becomes very ill physically or disturbed 
mentally in some way or a kind of misfortune where there is no 
possible help or aid for them or no way to find a solution to the 
problem, whatever it may be—it could be physical, it could be 
mental, it could be emotional, it could be financial, it could be 
something domestic, or something regarding a job or something 
where a person feels that prayer is a way of reaching our creator, 
our father.

D: let me ask you a question sir.
C: Yes sir.
D: I don’t have any financial problems. I don’t think I have any 

physical or emotional problems. I’m not losing my job.
C: mhmm.
D: so why do I need God then, if what you said is true?
C: Well, you see, it’s necessary to, what we call, “be saved.” There 

are “saved” individuals and there are “unsaved” people.
D: may I respectfully submit, sir, that, in other words, instead of 

saying “believing for me” is what you should say, because a 
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belief is an invention. You’re not going to tell me you have the 
answer.

C: Yes I do. You asked me your question—
D: No you don’t. No sir. You don’t have the answer for me any 

more than you can tell me what section of the city to live in. You 
can’t tell me how to think.

C: You see, I’m a preacher and I read the bible every day. And I 
pray from it and I read all the scriptures.

D: Alright, but I don’t care to have you preach to me. Do you fol-
low me?

C: No, I don’t mean that. I’m just saying that—
D: You’re trying to convince of something but you’re not convinc-

ing me.
C: Convince you, what? How to be sure—
D: You would convince me if you said, “God is for me. And this 

is the way I live.”
C: God is for everyone, regardless of—
D: No he’s not!
C: —your nationality or your race or your color or your creed. He’s 

the creator of all people.
D: Alright. I was just trying to teach you something in semantics, 

if I may be a little pedantic.
C: You’ve heard of the Psalms of David—King David in the old 

Testament?
D: Hey, I don’t want to get into a religious thing here now. okay?
C: Don’t get—
D: No, no, but that gets so boring. look, I mean don’t get into this 

stuff. This is not a forum. bob, don’t get me any more calls on 
religion, please.
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